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Innovate Canada Demonstrates 
the Value of Meeting, Investing 
& Doing Trade in Canada

Advanced technologies engineering leader, CRB Group had their sights 
set on Canada’s growing life sciences industries when they received an 
invitation to attend Innovate Canada, the signature customer education 
event hosted by Destination Canada’s Business Events Canada team. 
Hosted in Toronto in spring 2019, the four-day event offered CRB Group 
Regional Director, Daniel Lachapelle and 15 other international C-suite 
executives an insider’s look into Canada’s growing life sciences, medtech 
and pharmaceuticals industries.

CRB, with its ONEsolution approach to design-build projects, is considering 
Advanced Therapeutic Medicinal Products (ATMP) and Fill Finish as key 
focus areas in the Biotech and Pharmacy market for 2020.

A key component of Business Events Canada’s national meetings strategy, 
Innovate Canada focuses on Canada’s industry, academic and intellectual 
leadership across seven key priority sectors to attract international 
organizations to meet in Canada. In 2019, the event focused on Canadian 
innovation in life sciences and the Canadian centres of excellence that lead 
in this space. 
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Meet in Canada, 
Grow Your Business

One of many side benefits of organizations choosing to meet in Canada 
is the possibility of those businesses expanding their operations and/
or investing in Canada. In the case of CRB Group, Lachapelle says they’re 
ready to do both.

“Innovate Canada convinced me that Toronto was the place to be for our 
first office in Canada,” says Lachapelle who anticipates the 30-person 
facility to be open by Q1 2020. The city’s interconnected network of life 
sciences research institutes, start-ups, accelerators and mature businesses 
make it a prime location for CRB Group’s initial expansion into Canada. It 
also makes it a prime location to host their conferences that range in size 
from 20 to 100 delegates each. 

“We really believe in face to face meetings,” says Lachapelle. “We often 
organize meetings for clients on specific technical issues, and we alternate 
them, this is something we’d like to organize in Canada.”

An Opportunity to Expand 
Knowledge

Exploring Canada’s Life Sciences ecosystem through technical lab tours, 
networking events, and in one-on-one meetings with destination and 
industry experts provided Lachapelle, a Canadian expat based in the United 
States, with a new appreciation of the work being done in his homeland. 
“[Innovate Canada] gave a good overview of what Canada has to offer.” 
A native of Montréal, and well-versed in the innovation taking place there, 
Lachapelle couldn’t help but be impressed by some of the attending 
destinations, specifically noting the vaccine and infectious disease research, 
biotech and cyclotron sciences taking place in the Paris of the Prairies, 
Saskatoon, “Obviously, I knew a little bit where the pockets of life sciences 
were, but it’s evolved. There are some places I discovered – like Saskatoon – 
that were eye opening!”  

Access to talent, a dynamic research ecosystem and a thriving social scene 
all factored into CRB Group’s decision to expand in Toronto. Those same 
components also factor into choosing a host destination for a conference. 
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“Seeing how much energy there was in Toronto made me feel comfortable 
that people would want to come to Toronto,” enthused Lachapelle, who, 
when asked if he’d recommend other c-level executives participate in future 
Innovate Canada events, said, “I would encourage any leadership level to 
attend an event like Innovate Canada. (It’s) one of the best corporate events 
I’ve attended.  It gave a great overview of the market, and if they don’t know 
the potential of life sciences for example, it’s a great eye opener.”

The Future of Innovate Canada

Held annually, Innovate Canada rotates destinations and industry sectors 
each year. The inaugural event was hosted in Montréal in 2018 and focused 
on Canada’s leadership in technologies, while in 2020 it will be hosted 
in St. John’s, Newfoundland, and will feature the innovative work taking 
place there, and in Halifax, Vancouver, Québec City, Victoria, Fredericton, 
Saint John, and Charlottetown, in Canada’s natural resources and more 
specifically: the oceans related industries. Hosted September 1 – 3, 2020, 
Innovate Canada will be held in conjunction with the World Aquaculture 
Society Conference.  
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Connect with us to learn more 
about Innovate Canada

Business Events Canada Helps Organizers Meet with  
Purpose in Canada

Attending Innovate Canada is one way for C-level decision-makers to 
connect with industry, thought-leaders and academia to gain greater 
understanding of Canada’s innovation industries. In addition to hosting 
this signature event, Business Events Canada helps conference organizers 
conduct content-related site inspections, coordinate B-to-B exchanges, 
and gain access to subject matter experts. Making such connections helps 
organizations grow their industry membership, share knowledge, exchange 
best practices, and to meet with purpose in Canada.
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About CRB 

CRB is a leading provider of engineering, architecture, construction and 
consulting solutions to the global life sciences and advanced technology 
industries. Our more than 1,000 employees provide best-in-class solutions 
that drive success and positive change for our clients, our people and our 
communities. CRB is a privately held company with a rich 35-year history 
of serving clients throughout the world, consistently striving for the highest 
standard of technical knowledge, creativity and execution.
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September 2019
businesseventscanada.ca

#InnovateCanada19 
 #MeetinCanada 


